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Creating a sensation when it was first published in 1877, the first major work by the young Russian

noblewoman who would found the Theosophical Society devoted 1200 pages to the mysteries of

ancient and modern science and theology. This new edition abridged by Theosophical scholar

Michael Gomes breathes fresh life into this classic of Western esoteric thinking. Stripped of its

lengthy quotations from other writers and its repetitious commentary, Isis Unveiled is revealed to be

a clear and readable exploration of the universal truths of the Ancient Wisdom Tradition by one of

the most remarkable women of modern times.
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One of the most remarkable productions of the century. --New York Herald, 1877It must be

acknowledged that she is a remarkable woman, who has read more, seen more, and thought more

than most wise men. Her work abounds in quotations from a dozen different languages, not for the

purpose of a vain display of erudition, but to substantiate her peculiar views . . . her pages are

garnished with footnotes establishing, as her authorities, some of the profoundest writers of the

past. To a large class of readers, this remarkable work will prove of absorbing interest . . . demands

the earnest attention of thinkers, and merits an analytic reading. --Boston Evening Transcript,

1877The appearance of erudition is stupendous. Reference to and quotations from the most

unknown and obscure writers in all languages abound, interspersed with allusions to writers of the

highest repute, which have evidently been more than skimmed through. --N. Y. Independent, 1877

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.



Theosophical University Press, publisher of quality theosophical literature since 1886. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

WOW. TOTALLY BRAND NEW,, arrived in 2 days, and its vol 1&2 together. wasn't sure based on

the listing,so far very interesting, many questions boggling my mind are slowly coming into fruition,

im not a reader at all,(unless a script for a movie tv show or commercial audition, i have only read 4

books cover to cover my entire life, aside from school text books and required reading(which i

skimmed through) of course.and im 37 years old,i didnt realize how many good books i was missing

A Must read for those who are intrigued by this mystical Goddess and understanding the ideology

behind the name of Isis.

the text size in this book is very very small

This book was one of Albert Einstiens favorites. You will understand why when you read it. It

amazes the mind. Makes you question everything you thought you knew. I couldn't put it down.

Great book; understood it was in Einstein's library. Arrived promptly. Great overview of all

religious/other beliefs.

This is really deep and interesting. A little difficult to read, but a must for seekers.

a very good book I have not finished it yet but I will AADeL

Recall this tome preceded the Secret Doctrine. She covers all the issues with respect to these

teachings and shows how our knowledge has been successfully watered down ever since. This was

1875!
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